
  MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE LAKES COMMITTEE 

                     November 1, 2017  

 

Present: Ken Hoffer, Harry Yasayko, Ross Davidson, Larry Eide, Rick Whitaker, John Marshall, Brady 

Green 

Absent:  Gary Levy, Gene Carr 

Committee members met with Justin Spinelli, of Fish & Wildlife, to discuss the North Pond kill, stocking 

schedule for the future, and other issues related to the health of our ponds and lakes system. During the 

course of the meeting, Justin and the Committee members examined the Center and North G.C. ponds 

as well as the outflow and pump system on Thunderbird Lake. Key comments from those discussions are 

summarized below.  

Historical context   

• The Lakes Committee was formed due to the poor conditions of lakes and ponds 

• We've tried different approaches to keeping ponds/lakes in satisfactory condition:  eg. a sonar 

unit, biologic "bacteria friendly" units, a mechanical "harvester" (built by Rick), all with limited 

effect 

• The current approach, which has generally worked well is a combination of aerators, blue dye, 

calcium chloride, herbicide and algaecide treatments, and stocking the ponds/lakes strategically 

with fish. Fish stocking began with blue gill (one member's recollection is that it occurred the 

same year as we began stocking carp). Large mouth bass found their way into the system 

through other means. Grass carp were stocked beginning 2008. Ponds currently are on a 

schedule of restocking each 7 years, the lakes each 5 years 

• Our ponds/lakes system is somewhat unique: North G.C. pond isn't connected to South or 

Center ponds; it does drain into the north end of Thunderbird Lake. South and Center G.C. 

ponds are interconnected and drain into Thunderbird Lake which flows into the Marina. The 

inflow of water comes from runoff from nearby land, rain, not from incoming surface or 

underground streams; the two lakes don't have fully identical conditions 

• Challenges we face: while fish kills are somewhat routine the North G.C. pond kill was more 

extensive than usual; we haven't maintained water testing due to the advice of others and 

unknown key variables; some saltwater intrusion does occur through the ground; predation 

from sources such as eagles, ospreys, herons, river otters and racoons. There is a growing 

population of cattails 

Justin's key comments:   



• He sees fish kills regularly, due to a variety of sources, and his job is to make a "best guess"  

• A common cause is hypoxia, and can even be local to one body but not another nearby one. 

Oxygen is destroyed and the fish suffocate. He feels this is a strong candidate for our situation. 

Even though we use aerators, variables play into it such as whether the entire fish population of 

a body can adequately access the oxygen that exists or the level of nutrients in a body which 

feed the oxygen-using organisms   

• Without extensive and expensive testing, we'll probably never know for sure what produced the 

North pond kill 

• We'll never have a singular silver bullet solution, but ours will be a combination 

• Life expectancy for grass carp in Western WA. is typically 20-25 years. Bluegill are helpful, but 

it's hard to gauge how helpful 

• How can we determine the fish population in our ponds/lakes? Hard to do, could use tangle 

netting beach seines but it's challenging 

• The outflow grating in Thunderbird Lake (leading to the Marina) has 2" X 2" openings, and could 

allow small carp to escape into the Marina. Smaller appropriate screening (eg. 1" X 1" max 

opening size) should be installed soon to avoid carp migration 

• There is a procedure and policy in place governing situations like ours and we must honor it or 

show why consideration for an alternative should be given. We need to show we've followed 

the process and it hasn't worked, evidenced by a log of activity, a lake management plan. 

Documentation is crucial in supporting our case. We are early in our cycles, having just started 

stocking fish in recent years, so should keep that in mind and produce documented patterns and 

information over time 

• One idea to address varying levels of nutrients in the bodies of water is filtration systems in the 

major storm drains that flow into Kwan Lake and the North G.C. pond . Might be worth looking 

at, but will be costly up front, possibly unfeasible 

Related discussion 

There was some discussion regarding the possibility of using the North G.C. pond as a test bed to determine 

what will be the vegetation/algae growth where there are (probably) no carp, due to the September fish kill. 

No immediate action or decision was made 

Next step   

Lakes Committee work with BBV Staff to come up with a Grass Carp Management Plan that would take 

into account our situation and document the processes. Put this on the Committee agendas to come. 

Larry and Grady (and others if they'd like to) look online for sample Management Plans that might give 

us ideas 



 

Desired outcome/proposal   

A management plan that will allow us to address the unique context of our ponds/lakes which 

potentially includes a schedule for more frequent stocking of grass carp, allowing more consistency in 

eating algae, etc. as the carp grow in age 


